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Abstract

The deployment of biometrics features based person identification has increased significantly
from border access to mobile unlock to electronic transactions. Iris recognition is considered as
one of the most accurate biometric modality for person identification. However, the vulnerability
of this recognition towards presentation attacks, especially towards the 3D contact lenses, can
limit its potential deployments. The textured lenses are so effective in hiding the real texture of
iris that it can fool not only the automatic recognition algorithms but also the human examin-
ers. While in literature, several presentation attack detection (PAD) algorithms are presented;
however, the significant limitation is the generalizability against an unseen database, unseen
sensor, and different imaging environment. Inspired by the success of the hybrid algorithm or
fusion of multiple detection networks, we have proposed a deep learning-based PAD network
that utilizes multiple feature representation layers. The computational complexity is an essen-
tial factor in training the deep neural networks; therefore, to limit the computational complexity
while learning multiple feature representation layers, a base model is kept the same. The net-
work is trained end-to-end using a softmax classifier. We have evaluated the performance of
the proposed network termed as MVNet using multiple databases such as IIITD-WVU MUIPA,
IIITD-WVU UnMIPA database under cross-database training-testing settings. The experiments
are performed extensively to assess the generalizability of the proposed algorithm.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Person identification using biometrics recognition has surpassed human-level accuracy due to the

tremendous improvement in artificial intelligence algorithms. Iris is one of the most accurate

biometric modality for person recognition. The false accept rate of iris matching is considered

the lowest among all other popular modalities, such as face and fingerprint. The success of

iris recognition can also be seen by the report that by 2024, the iris recognition market will be

worth 4.3$ billion1. After the successful implementation of iris recognition for mobile unlocking

in various android devices, the modality recognition is going to be implemented for automatic

access through airports2 and going to be used as cryptography to secure the online wallets3.

The popularity of iris recognition can be seen when recently the researchers have explored its

application in post-mortem images [37,42,43]. However, the person identification systems based

on biometrics recognition, including iris recognition, are vulnerable to presentation attacks. The

presentation attacks are fake data which are acquired by image acquisition cameras for further

processing.

While the presentation attack images are false, it can serve two purposes: (i) identity evasion

and identity impersonation. In the first case, the attacker can successfully hide his/her identity

using presentation attack instruments (PAIs). In the second case, an attacker can gain the

identity of someone else through PAIs. The attack on the iris recognition system came in the

highlight when some attackers showed the vulnerability of the iris recognition system in one of

the popular android mobile4. The popular PAIs on iris recognition systems include 3D contact

lens, iris image printouts, prosthetic eye, and cadaver eyes. Iris printout based PAIs generally

suffer from low image quality, texture artifacts such as moiré pattern and reflection, and lack 3D

structure. These limitations make the detection of attack images based on them not challenging.

Fake iris images based on contact lenses are rich in texture, have a 3D structure, and can quickly

move with the real irises. Therefore, the detection of these iris images needs to be addressed

more enthusiastically as compared to other PAIs. Researchers have also shown that 3D contact

1https://tinyurl.com/v9zs82u
2https://tinyurl.com/t9b4qfx
3https://tinyurl.com/v8pz6dp
4https://tinyurl.com/wssberz
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Real Iris Images Contact Lens Iris Images

Figure 1.1: Real and contact lens iris images captured in different databases. Figure depicts
that images might varying in terms of illumination, contact lens type, and sensors used in the
acquisition. Each row represents the images of one database.

lens-based iris images can degrade the iris recognition accuracy significantly [1,25,45]. While in

literature, numerous presentation attack detection (PAD) algorithms are presented either based

on the extraction of texture features or motion features or deep learning features, the recent

iris PAD competition [50] reveals the drawback of most of the algorithms, i.e., generalizability

against unseen databases and sensors. The best performing algorithm was not able to detect

38% PAIs.

Motivated by the drawbacks of existing algorithms, in this research, we present a robust algo-

rithm under unseen training and testing database scenarios. The proposed algorithm utilizes

the deep convolutional neural network architecture for presentation attack detection. In the tra-

ditional CNN model, a fully connected (FC) layer is bound with the last convolutional/pooling

layer, and then several (optional) FC layers are connected with that FC layer. In the proposed

algorithm, we have joined several FC layers with the last convolutional layer to learn multiple

feature representations of an image. These feature representation layers are further combined

with softmax layer to train the model end-to-end through gradient accumulation and bifurcation.

To advance the generalizability of existing attack detection algorithms, in this research, we

have performed the experiments using unseen database training and testing scenarios. Three

challenging presentation attack databases are used to conduct the experiments in three folds.

In each fold, images from only one database are used in training, and images of remaining two

databases are used for testing. In summary, the contributions of this research are:-
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• a novel iris presentation attack detection algorithm is proposed. The proposed algorithm

learns multiple feature representation using single base CNN network;

• extensive experiments using multiple challenging databases are performed in a generalized

fashion;

• three state-of-the-art (SOTA) CNN models including DenseNet [22], ResNet18 [17], and

VGG16 [39] are fine-tuned for PAD and compared with the proposed algorithm.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

The majority of the iris presentation attack detection algorithms utilize the hand-crafted features

to encode the textural or morphological features of an iris image. One of the first iris PAD

algorithms was proposed by Daugman utilizing the Fourier information from images. After

that, several image-features based PAD algorithms were developed, which yields high accuracy in

constrained experimental settings. Gupta et al. [16] have used several texture-based features such

as local binary pattern (LBP), a histogram of oriented gradients (HOG), and GIST. Raghavendra

and Busch [35] have computed multiple features utilizing the multi-scale binarized statistical

image features (BSIF) for the detection of presentation attacks. Other popular images features

used are DAISY [41], variants of LBP [26, 31], scale-invariant descriptors (SID) [11]. Several

researchers, [13, 15, 21], have conducted studies using multiple image features and have shown

interesting results. The quality and dimension of the features also depend on the region of

the image used for its extraction. Some researchers have extracted the features from the full

image while others have divided the image into multiple local patches and extracted the features.

Gragnaniello et al. [14] used both the iris region and the sclera region for the detection of contact

lens-based presentation attacks. Bag of feature method is utilized on the features extracted from

both the regions and linear support vector machine (SVM) classifier is trained for binary class

classification. Other than that, several researchers have also explored the motion features of

iris and pupil regions for the identification of attacks [6, 27, 28, 36]. However, the significant

limitation of the work is the degradation of pupillary light with time and with consumption

of alcohol and drugs. Another limitation is that these methods can be circumvented using 3D

attacks, which can move with real iris and pupil regions.

Utilizing the effectiveness of the convolutional neural network (CNN) in handling various image

classification, detection tasks, researchers have started exploring it for iris PAD tasks as well.

Menotti et al. [30] have proposed the CNN model for various biometrics presentation attack

detection including the face, fingerprint, and iris. Hoffman et al. [19, 20] have extracted the

features from the patches of the iris region and corresponding segmentation task. The informa-

tion learned over multiple patches is fused for improved performance. Pala et al. [32] have used

the five-layer CNN model and trained on three tuple information using triplet loss. Chen and
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Ross [2] have used a similar concept while training the CNN model for the joint task of iris seg-

mentation and PAD. He et al. [18] trained the CNN models on 28 iris patches, and decision level

fusion is performed for final classification. The significant limitation is the training complexity

because of training the CNN individually over each patch. Choudhary et al. [4], Singh et al. [40],

and Yadav et al. [46] have used the ResNet and DenseNet models for contact lens detection.

McGrath et al. [29] have developed the open-source iris presentation attack detection module

utilizing publicly available machine learning features extraction and classification algorithms.

Yadav et al. [48, 49] have first generated the high-quality synthetic iris images using RaSGAN,

and then the binary detector is trained over the generated and real iris images for PAD. Fang

et al. [12] have used both 2D and 3D iris information for the detection of presentation attacks.

The 2D information is learned using the ensemble of multiple textural features, and 3D shape

features are learned using photometric stereo. Yadav et al. [44] and Choudhary et al. [5] have

combined the hand-crafted features computed over wavelet domain and CNN features for en-

hanced PAD. Czajka and Bowyer [7] and Chen and Zhang [3] have presented a comprehensive

survey of most of the existing PAD algorithms. Due to the popularity of iris recognition and its

sensitivity against presentation attacks several liveness detection competitions are conducted.

The first international competition was held in 2013 [8] and later two more competitions were

conducted once in 2015 [9] and once in 2017 [50]. The recently presented survey papers and

conducted competitions show that the effectiveness of the PAD algorithms has increased signif-

icantly in a constrained setting, including seen database and seen sensors scenarios. The new

algorithms need to be adapted to an unseen database, unseen sensor conditions, and demand

that the future PAD algorithms must be tested against such generalized conditions [51].
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Chapter 3

Proposed Algorithm

In this section, we describe the proposed deep learning based algorithm which can classify iris

images as real or attack images, while emphasizing on how this new architecture can predict

better on an unseen database and unseen sensors. It is seen in literature [3,7,20,34,38,44] that

hybrid algorithms which utilize the multiple features or classifiers for biometrics presentation

attack detection are highly successful as compared to single classifier or feature-based algorithm.

However, the significant drawback of the existing hybrid algorithms is that they either learn

the separate CNN classifiers, hand-crafted features, or a combination of both, which is time-

consuming. Therefore, to overcome such limitations of learning separate descriptors or classifiers

from different algorithms, we have used the same base network while learning different feature

representations.

3.1 Proposed CNN Architecture: MVNet

The traditional CNN architecture either utilizes single or multiple fully connected layers to learn

the features for classification. However, these layers are connected sequentially, i.e., only one

layer is connected to base non-linear convolutional or pooling feature maps. Let suppose if the

CNN model consists of two fully connected (FC) layers: the transition of the layers in traditional

CNN is represented as follows: x1 = H0(·), where x1 is the first FC layer and H0 represents one

of the following layer: convolution (conv), pooling, ReLU, or Batch Normalization. The second

FC layer (x2) is connected to the first FC layer as the following: x2 = Fx1(·), where F (·) is

the mapping function from one layer to another. In the deeper architecture (with multiple FC

layers), due to the problem of vanishing gradient, it might be possible that the conv features

maps are not updated as desired for the classification task. In this research, we apply the FC

layers in parallel fashion in comparison to traditional sequential fashion to reduce the impact

of vanishing gradient and to ensure smooth flow of information. The parallel connection of FC

layers also helps in learning multiple features representations of an image. The multiple FC

layer representations can be written as: x1...N = H0(·), where 1...N represents the number of

FC layer branches. In the proposed network, the value of N is set to 3, and H0 is the average
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pooling layer. The detailed architecture is described below:

3.1.1 Base Network

The base network has five convolutional layers with the first layer having a filter of size 11 × 11

whereas the rest use a 3 × 3 filter. Each of these convolutional blocks comprises of convolution

followed by Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) and then a Batch normalization(BN). Three Max Pool

layers of 3 × 3 kernel size are present in between these convolutional layers. All these layers are

followed by an Average Pool with the patch size being 6× 6. The small base network makes the

architecture time-efficient.

3.1.2 Classifier Network

The second part of the architecture is a multi-branch classifier network. It is based on the concept

of multi-sample dropouts [23] where each branch has different set of weights. The output of the

average pooling layer from the base network is fed into the three different classification branches

each of which is preceded by a dropout layer. The mask for the dropout layer in each branch

is different but with same dropout rate of 0.5. Because of this dropout layer in each classifier,

we now have multiple dropout samples for each image instead of just one as is the case in a

traditional dropout. All the three classification layers contain three fully connected (FC) layers.

• The first classifier branch has a fully connected layer with 2048 nodes, followed by a

dropout layer. This is further connected to an FC layer with 1024 nodes and finally to

another fully connected layer with 2 nodes.

• The second classifier branch has a similar structure having fully connected layers with

1024, 512, and 2 nodes.

• Similarly, the third classifier branch has fully connected layers with 256, 128, and 2 nodes.

The size of these layers is different for each classifier. This is done so that each layer captures

different features which can then be combined to predict the final result. The results of the three

classifiers are concatenated to get a vector of length 6 and passed as an input to the final fully

connected layer with 2 nodes. The output of this final FC layer is the result of the network.

3.2 Training and Implementation Details

The base network and the classifier network were trained together from scratch. The weights

in each layer were initialized randomly. The loss function used to train the network is Cross

Entropy Loss. The error is backpropagated across all the classifier branches with equal weight

and then combined at the base architecture by taking an equally weighted sum. The batch size

and initial learning rate while training the model is set to 32 and 1e−5, respectively. The Adam

optimizer [24] is used for training with a weight decay of 0.01.
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Figure 3.1: Proposed MVNet for iris presentation attack detection in generalized settings.
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Chapter 4

Protocol and analysis

4.1 Datasets Used

We have used three datasets to train our models and evaluate them.

• IIIT-D Contact Lens Iris Database

This dataset has a total of 6570 iris images belonging to 101 subjects and since images

are captured from both the eyes there are a total of 202 iris classes. CLI has normal,

transparent lens and colored textured lens images. Iris scans are taken using 2 sensors, (1)

Cogent CIS 202 dual iris sensor and (2)VistaFA2E single iris sensor. This database has

no-lens, soft lens and textured lens for each subject who participated. This helps in an

in-depth analysis of effect of contact lenses. The dataset also has varying colors of textured

contact lens to tackle the possibility of certain color in textured lenses being more effective

in beating Iris PAD algorithms.

Color Number of subjects

Blue 20

Gray 29

Green 30

Hazel 22

There are 2163 real iris images i.e. images with no lens, 2153 soft-lens images and 2165

textured contact lens images.

Some example images from the dataset are:

• Mobile Uncontrolled Iris Presentation Attack Dataset

The above dataset didn’t have any images in uncontrolled environment, thus we used

MUIPAD. MUIPAD is the first publicly available database which has images captured

in both indoor and outdoor settings. To include more diverse environments images were

captured in varying weather conditions and different times of the day. This dataset had

9



Figure 4.1: Cogent Scanner (i) No Lens (ii) Soft Lens (iii) Textured Lens

Figure 4.2: Vista Scanner (i) No Lens (ii) Soft Lens (iii) Textured Lens

iris scans of 35 subjects, hence 70 iris classes. It has 10,296 images. The images have been

acquired using IriShield MK2120U mobile sensor and in a multi-session protocol. Different

ethnicites have been represented in this dataset. The database also has print attack images

from two printers which have been added to simulate a print attack. The database also

has a mix of different manufacturers like Freshlook, Colorblends, Bausch + Lomb, to find

out whether any particular manufacturer produces lens which are able to fool the Iris PAD

algorithms more frequently.

There are 6864 print attack images and 1713 textured contact lens images and 1719 real

iris images.

Some images from the database:

Figure 4.3: Indoor Images (i) No Lens (ii) Textured Contact Lens (iii) Print Attack

• WVU Unconstrained Multi-sensor Iris Presentation Attack Database

UnMIPA has 162 eye classes captured using multiple sensors. They have also captured

images using mobile sensors since they are portable and can be used in outdoor settings.

It has 18,706 iris images making it the single largest iris image database containing both

real and spoofed images. This dataset also has associated luxmeter values which were

recorded during the time of capturing the image. The researchers have also ensured that

there is a mixed variety of manufacturers and colors.

The different sensors used are:

10



Figure 4.4: Outdoor Images (i) No Lens (ii) Textured Contact Lens (iii) Print Attack

Sensor Number of images

EMX-30 6607

BK 2121U 6611

MK 2120U 5488

The dataset has 9295 constrained environment i.e. indoor images and 9411 uncontrolled

environment i.e. outdoor images. This dataset is also divided into 9319 real iris images

and 9387 attack images.

Some images from the dataset:

Figure 4.5: Indoor Images (i) No Lens (ii) Textured Contact Lens

Figure 4.6:

Outdoor Images: High Intensity Images (i) No Lens (ii) Textured Contact Lens
Low Intensity Images (i) No Lens (ii) Textured Contact Lens

11



4.2 Evaluation Criteria and Baseline

We use three performance metrics as defined by the ISO standards1 to measure the performance

of the proposed IPAD algorithm:-

• Attack Presentation Classification Error Rate (APCER): it is defined as the misclassifica-

tion rate of attack images being classified into real class.

• Bonafide Presentation Classification Error Rate (BPCER): it is defined as the misclassifi-

cation rate of real images being classified into attack class.

• Average Classification Error Rate (ACER): it is the average of APCER and BPCER.

4.2.1 Baseline

As a baseline approach, the final classification layers for both DenseNet [22], ResNet18 [17],

and VGG16 [39] were fine-tuned using the training set of each database. The PyTorch [33]

implementations of these networks were used for iris PAD. For our particular use case of binary

classification, the final classification layers of all the networks were modified to have only two

output nodes. The pre-trained models trained on the ImageNet [10] dataset are used. To use

them for iris PAD, the feature extraction layers of these pre-trained models are frozen while

the final classification layer is unfrozen. The models are trained with an Adam optimizer with

a learning rate of 0.0001 and a weight decay of 0.00001. We use cross-entropy loss criteria to

evaluate the training process.

4.3 Experimental Results and Analyis

4.3.1 Inter-database results

In this section, the experimental results corresponding to the three-fold training-testing splits

are reported using the proposed MVNet and baseline models. When the networks are trained

on MUIPAD and tested on UnMIPA and IIIT-CLI, it is observed that our proposed network

performs significantly better than VGG16, ResNet and DenseNet, which are fine-tuned for the

task of iris PAD. Fig. 4.7(a) helps in visualizing the difference between the performance of our

network and baseline approaches. Our proposed network yields a significantly lower average

ACER score on the testing databases as shown in Table 4.1. The challenge of overcoming cross-

sensor and cross-environment testing is evident in this case. We observe that all the baseline

approaches perform well on only one of the databases. The performance on the other database is

significantly inferior. This is where our proposed network performs significantly better than all

the baseline networks by performing much more uniformly across the databases and providing

higher accuracy than the other two. This result is more impressive when we consider the fact

1https://www.iso.org/standard/67381.html
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Table 4.1: Comparison of the proposed MVNet with three CNN architectures in terms of average
ACER scores when a particular database is used for training and remaining are used for testing.
For example, when MVNet is trained using UnMIPA, it yields an ACER value of 8.41% on
IIITD-CLI and 6.12% on MUIPA. Therefore, the average of the two is 7.26%.

Training Database DenseNet ResNet VGG16 MVNet

IIITD-CLI 28.95 28.91 29.19 26.76

MUIPAD 24.19 26.93 19.34 15.47

UnMIPA 16.09 16.65 10.65 07.26

that MUIPA consists of samples from only one sensor. At the same time, the other two databases

comprise samples from multiple and different sensors. This result showcases the ability of our

network to work well across different sensors.

A similar trend in performance is observed when the networks are trained on UnMIPA and

tested on MUIPA and IIIT-CLI. In this case, however, the performance of all the networks is

decent. Fig. 4.7(b) shows that our proposed network performs significantly better than all

the baseline networks when looked at cross-database consistency, which brings challenges like

cross-sensor and cross-environment into the picture. The reason for all the networks performing

well when trained on UnMIPA can be explained by the training size, the high variation in the

environment, and the use of multiple sensors.

Training the networks on IIITD-CLI yield an important result for our problem. The samples

in this database are all collected in a controlled environment, i.e., all the images were captured

indoors. This case highlights the problems faced in cross-environment testing where a network

trained on a controlled environment fails to perform well on samples from an uncontrolled

environment. Our proposed network, however, still outperforms all the baseline approaches, as

clearly shown in Fig. 4.7(c). This consistent and better performance of the proposed network,

paired with its much lesser training time, makes it an ideal network for the task iris-PAD for

multi-sensor and multi-environment tasks.

Analysis: In this section, we will discuss some cases where our proposed MVNet architecture

performs better in comparison to other deep learning based architectures. We will also look

at the problems to be solved in order to further improve upon the task of iris PAD. Fig. 4.8

shows some examples of real and presentation attack cases which were incorrectly classified by

DenseNet [22]. These samples were, however, correctly classified by our proposed architecture.

These samples highlight cases like out of focus image capturing, unseen lens colors, unseen eye

colors, and lack of illumination. These cases highlight the importance of learning different kinds

of features specific to the task of iris PAD, which our proposed network does. It is because

of these reasons that we observe an increase in the accuracy and a decrease in ACER score

while using our proposed network. Looking at the APCER and BPCER of the case discussed

here, our claim becomes more evident. The APCER for DenseNet, in this case, is 7.47, and the

BPCER is 16.01. When compared to our network’s APCER of 3.33 and BPCER of 8.91, we

can see the impact of learning multiple features for cross-sensor and cross-environment testing.
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Figure 4.7: Comparing the performance of the proposed iris presentation attack detection al-
gorithm (MVNet) with CNN models under cross database settings. The results are compared
using ACER.

This significant drop in both the error rates can be explained by our network’s ability to learn

different kinds of features. These differences in the learned features can be seen in Fig. ??,

which depicts the difference in the filter maps of MVNet at layer 2. The first image shows the

filters learned over real iris images, and the second image shows the filters learned over spoof

iris images. The difference between these filters is clear from the maps. For real iris images,

the filters capture more edge information. For spoof iris images, maps are concentrated mostly

around the center shown by the black and white circles at the center of the maps. Fig. ??

highlights the advantage of using three different classifiers after feature extraction. As observed

in the plots, different branches can capture different information in the images, which helps our

network to perform significantly better in cross-database settings.

Now we will look at some of the samples which our proposed MVNet incorrectly classifies and

analyze the possible reasons for its failure. Fig. 4.9 shows some of the images misclassified by

MVNet. One common pattern observed in the misclassified samples is that they are iris images
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Real Iris Images Contact Lens Iris Images

Figure 4.8: Real and contact lens iris images misclassified by baseline but correctly classified
by MVNet. Figure depicts that MVNet is effective in handling the variations present in the iris
images corresponding to different databases and sensors.

where the eye is not open completely. Figure 4.9(a) shows one such sample. We observe that

the entire iris is not exposed to the camera, hence, making it difficult to classify the image as

real or spoof. Another challenge still faced by our proposed network is handling out of focus

samples. Figure 4.9(b) shows such a sample where the image is captured without focusing the

sensor on the eye. Figure 4.9(c) captures an unusual case leading to misclassification, where the

real iris of the person is very different from the common eye. It is because of such a drastic

difference that our network classifies this image as a spoof image. Handling such cases would

require a larger variety of iris types to train the network.

Computational Complexity: All the experiments are performed using Google’s colab plat-

form. The system is powered by Intel’s Xeon processors and Nvidia’s K80 GPUs. We train

all the networks on the GPUs for faster training. For comparing the training time, we train

the networks on UnMIPA database, which contains 18, 706 images. It is essential to state that

MVNet is trained from scratch while the baseline networks are just fine-tuned. Our proposed

took an average of 6 minutes and 47 seconds per epoch. VGG16 and DenseNet took 7 minutes

and 41 seconds per epoch, and 7 minutes and 52 seconds per epoch, respectively. Our proposed

network takes lesser time to train entirely than the baseline networks’ fine-tuning. This lower

training time, paired with better cross-database results, makes our network an ideal choice for

real-time iris PAD implementation.

4.4 Intra-Database Results

Since our research last semester was focused on both intra-database and inter-database ex-

periments, we decided to evaluate our algorithm by training and testing the model on images

from the same database while still maintaining subject independence. It should be noted that

MVNet focuses on both efficiency and accuracy, so we can compare the results with models
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a) Semi-open eye 
(spoof) from UnMIPA

b) Blurry image (spoof) 
from CLI

c) Unique iris (real) from 
UnMIPA

Figure 4.9: Samples of real and contact lens iris images misclassified by MVNet.

Table 4.2: Iris presentation attack detection accuracy (%) of the proposed MVNet, and DenseNet
in intra-database training-testing on IIITD-CLI database

Algorithm Cogent Vista

DenseNet 84.32 91.83

Proposed MVNet 94.90 95.11

that have similar training time. It is for this reason that we fine-tune our baseline networks for

comparisons, rather than training them entirely which would be a much time intensive task.

Looking at the results on different databases, it is evident that our proposed MVNet outperforms

a fine-tuned DenseNet. For the evaluation on each database, we follow the protocol specific

to each database in order to provide fair and meaningful results. Subject independence is

maintained in all intra-database settings. Table 4.3 and table 4.2 clearly show how well proposed

network performs in comparison to DenseNet. For IIITD-CLI, we have used accuracy as the

metric. Hence, a higher score means better performance. For WVU-UnMIPA and MUIPAD,

we have used the classification error rates - APCER, BPCER, and ACER. Hence, a lower score

means better performance.

Table 4.3: Iris presentation attack detection error rates of the proposed MVNet, and DenseNet
in intra-database training-testing on WVU-UnMIPA and MUIPAD

Algorithm Database APCER BPCER ACER

DenseNet WVU-UnMIPA 11.73 7.54 9.63

Proposed MVNet WVU-UnMIPA 8.66 0.70 4.68

DenseNet MUIPAD 0.46 61.96 31.08

Proposed MVNet MUIPAD 2.10 9.03 5.57
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Chapter 5

Conclusion and Future Work

Textured contact lenses have been known to spoof the iris recognition based person identifi-

cation systems. Previous presentation attack detection algorithms fail to work when it comes

to images captured from different sensors, databases, and in new/unseen environment, which

makes the deployment of these systems unreliable. In this paper, we present a deep learning

based architecture termed as MVNet which is agnostic to database, acquisition sensors, and

imaging environments. Experiments conducted on IIIT-WVU UnMIPA, IIITD-WVU MUIPA,

and IIITD CLI databases show that the proposed network performs significantly better than

existing networks in a cross-database setting. The proposed network is not only effective for iris

PAD task but is also computationally efficient. In the future, the aim is to further improve the

detection performance even in the case of lower number of training images.

There is scope for improving the performance of our proposed architecture so that it can perform

as well as an entirely trained DenseNet or VGG16 network. We plan to achieve this by adding

residual connections in the feature extraction layers of our network so as to promote a better

flow of information through the network. As part of our initial research, we had also tried using

capsule networks for the task of iris presentation attack detection but could not configure them

for the task. The advantage of using capsule networks would be preserving spatial information

in the images. More work in this configuration can work nicely for our task. We also tried using

cycleGANs for generating synthetic iris presentation attack images. However, the generated

outputs did not seem convincing enough. As we were limited in terms of resources, we feel that

if configured properly, this task can be accomplished.
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